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Overview of RECOVER



Why Study PASC?
Patients vary in the timing and extent of their recovery from 
SARS-CoV-2 infection:

• Many recover quickly while others may experience 
important post-acute sequelae of SARS-CoV-2 Infection 
(PASC)
• Reported symptoms range from mild to incapacitating, 

may involve multiple organs and systems, and can 
adversely affect overall quality of life

• In some cases, timing of infection is linked to new 
symptoms and findings but emerge subsequently and 
evolve over time

The public health impact is currently unknown, but 
potentially large given the numbers of individuals across the 
age spectrum who have been/will be infected



Goal

Key Scientific Questions

Rapidly improve our understanding of and ability to treat and prevent PASC

• What are the clinical spectrum of and biology underlying recovery from acute SARS-CoV-2 
infection over time?
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• For those patients who do not fully recover, what is the incidence/prevalence, natural history, 
clinical spectrum, and underlying biology of this condition? Are there distinct phenotypes of 
patients who have prolonged symptoms or other sequelae?
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• Does SARS-CoV-2 infection initiate or promote the pathogenesis of conditions or findings that 
evolve over time to cause organ dysfunction or increase the risk of developing other 
disorders?
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NIH PASC Research: Toward Recovery from         
SARS-CoV-2 Infection



Recovery Cohort

Goal: To understand and be able to treat and prevent PASC
Aiming for a national, inclusive, diverse patient population that spans the life cycle.
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PASC Characterization Strategy

SARS-CoV-2 Recovery Cohort

PASC-A PASC-A' PASC-B PASC-C PASC-F NO PASC
Controls PASC-D PASC-E

Clinical Characterization/Phenotyping
Streamlined core protocol elements (exam, labs, functional tests, imaging) 

to capture spectrum of PASC

Examples of assessments could include: 
▪ Imaging (CT, MRI, Echo) ▪ Functional Assessments (PFTs, 6MW, ETT)

▪ Neuropsychiatric assessments (screening, questionnaires, testing)
▪ Psychosocial Factors, SDoH  ▪ Immunophenotyping  ▪ Biospecimens (Biomarkers, Multi-omics)

• More in-depth assessments as indicated  (e.g., fpgPET)
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RECOVER Initiative Components 

• Clinical Recovery Cohort       
(Adult, Peds, and Pregnancy)

• Autopsy Cohort (Acute and PASC)

• EHR-/ Other Real-World Data-
Based Studies

• Cross-disciplinary investigator 
teams will work together to: 
• Achieve speed and 

scale/breadth 
• Set of common core protocol 

elements
• Conduct systematic screening and 

in-depth follow-up evaluations

Investigator ConsortiumSARS-CoV-2 Recovery Meta-Cohort

Clinical Science Core Data Resource Core Biorepository Core Admin Coord. Ctr



Additional Key Features 
• Collaborative community/patient/stakeholder 

involvement at multiple levels
• Listening Sessions
• Community Advisory Board (CAB)/Community Based 

Organization: Study level
• RECOVER CAB
• Participation in Consortium activities

• Mobile Health/Digital technology to enable broader 
outreach to patients and facilitating participation
• Reporting symptoms
• Receiving updates/notices
• Personal sensor technology



Additional Key Features (continued) 

• Longitudinal follow-up
• Vary in depth/intensity as well as duration
• Will need to adjust plans as results become available

• Adapt and innovate as science evolves

• Clinical Trials are an important component



Staying 
connected 
with the 
RECOVER 
Initiative

Visit the Research Initiative website

Email the team at RECOVER@nih.gov

https://covid19.nih.gov/research-highlights/when-COVID-19-symptoms-linger
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